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 (Jesus speaking: ) [Place markers, space holders are] a place and a space for My spirit to dwell.  

You need a vessel, and a spirit to fill it.  

The vessel, that stakes out the land and territory for God’s spirit to come. 

The type of person living when, the who: Those who go through great tribulation. 

The Spirit to fill that space and enable them to do so: The warriors that assist those in great battle. 

So it sounds like three things, but like Us, it’s really one. It takes a combined unity to make a “light” 

on the Earth. You need the lamp, the oil, and the fire.  

--So you need the person yielded to God who gives no place to the enemy (like my children took 

over the lands of satan in days gone by).  

--Then these people need to live in the time appointed for this special union of fighters to occur.  

--Then you need the spiritual “matter” the Spiritual warriors to fight and work through them. 

Together this makes the vessel complete. It’s spiritual, it’s physical, and it’s at the time appointed. 

And it’s you, in short. 

Then there is one more thing needed, besides the working vessel and all its properties. You’ve got 

space, time, and matter represented. What is missing? 

Force! 

The command. The activator. The leaders that get the troops in active war and direct their troupes. 

The officers, the overseers.  

Together it spells “My Army” in this Endtime battle.  

It’s not all done from this side of the veil; and it certainly cannot be done all at that side of the realm. 

Nor can it be done haphazardly, or at the time when others suddenly feel like fighting or not. The 

commands have to be given all in order, for the final dance of the Heavens.  

See, it is all orchestrated, in one violent dance and war. But dance gives you the idea that there is 

order and plan to it, teamwork and coordination, and even beauty or attraction to it, and that in the 

end, when the scenes are all watched, it will look good. You’ll love to see the moves I orchestrate to 

defeat the devil and deliver My darlings.  

This is a dance like no other, and the end will be so victorious it’s going to be a long time of 

celebrating. Great joy will be in the Heavens then. I promise that. (End of message from Jesus) 

 


